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Selected Showjumping and Eventing Foals

Foreword
Welcome to our 2019 Show Jumping and Eventing Foal Auction!
It is our pleasure to introduce to you our best and most diverse selection of foals yet, handpicked from this
year's British Breeding Futurity evaluations and from the Elite Foals Tour.
The auction is a wonderful opportunity to pull together the very best of high profile international stallions'
offspring. We are delighted to be featuring foals from proven sires and performance horses such as the
great Valentin R, Copy Cat Z, Luidam, - and of course - Canturano Z , as well as the global sensations Big
Star, Casall Ask, Diamant de Semilly and I’m Special de Muze.
This is also a great opportunity to introduce offspring of new up-and-coming sires and to celebrate the
excellent achievements of British breeders and stallion producers. We are therefore particularly delighted
to include foals by young stallions standing in this country.
As always, we are proud of the wonderful damlines chosen by our breeders to provide you with the
performance and breeding credentials to succeed at the very top of the sport. It was particularly nice to see
an increasing number of mares with strong Showjumping mother lines.
Last but not least we are very excited to be finishing our auction on a high by offering an embryo from the
legendary Wildrose ridden by Michael Whitaker to CSI5*, by the sensational Household name Big Star who’s
offspring In the past selling for a whopping €92,000 at foal auction.
We are looking forward to seeing you all at the auction. It will be a great pleasure to welcome you in the
stables throughout Saturday to introduce you to our lovely foals and their breeders.
With best wishes
Your
AES and Brightwells Auctions Team

brightwells.com

Timetable and Useful Information
Our auction will take place in the Indoor Arena at the BS Major Championships at Arena UK in the evening of 16th
September after the last competition classes have finished.
Foals will arrive on site by 9am on Monday and will be stables in a separate section of the main show stabling
area. You are warmly invited to come and meet the foals and their breeders in the stables throughout the day.
Anybody wanting to attend the auction is more than welcome an no entry tickets will be required.
Timetable:
From 9am:
Foal stables in the main stabling area are open to the public to come and meet the foals. Come and say hello to
the breeders. Our stable manager will also be on site to answer any questions.
From 3pm :
The competition finishes in the indoor arena but the outside arenas and restaurant area will remain open, so why
not enjoy some supper before the start of the auction.
From 6.30pm:
Prosecco reception in the VIP Area, at main entrance to the indoor building, for all auction guests. A great
opportunity to enjoy a few drinks and catch up with friends.
7.30pm: The auction commences.
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CORNETTO KING
CEVIN Z
CARE FOR
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JAGUAR MAIL
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SECRET
REFLECTION
13/05/2019 Piebald Colt
Eventing

Sire
CORNETTO KING

CORNET OBOLENSKY
ZYPRIA

CLINTON
RABANNA VAN COSTERSVELD
ZEUS
PARODIE

Dam
SECRET DREAMS

The unique secret reflection is passported as Bay Tobiano but is changing colour and is going steel grey and white also known as blue and
white coloured.. Secret Reflection attended the British Breeding Futurity and impressed the evaluators by scoring a fantastic 9.25 for the
canter. Secret Reflection is by Corenetto King who is by the legendary Cornet Obolensky, who has remained at the top of the stallion rankings
for many many years. This Mother of secret reflection qualified for royal International Horse Show twice. She completed in working hunter at
The Royal Welsh show jumping finished 4th out of 43 starters, She has competed in several1 day events always being placed in top 4 and has
competed in Dressage scoring over 70% every time This foals Lovely attitude and Excellent breeding make his a serious contender for the
eventing circuit.
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RISADA
REGINA
PHALANGE
12/06/2019 Bay/Grey Filly
Eventing

COR DE LA BRYERE
Sire
CEVIN Z

CORIALL (CORIALL Z)

CARTHAGO Z

LARTHAGO

Dam
ZITAH

DAISY IV

NO LIMIT (VDL GROEP NO
LIMIT)ORLALYN
URCOLANDA

VERA II (CINCINATTI,MARIA
004)

INDOCTRO
JANTE
IRCOLANDO
JELSA

Risada Regina Phalange. this striking young filly was Regional Champion for Showjumping on Foal tour. Scored Gold at Futuritys with a 9.5
for her canter. Her father is the top stallion Cevin Z achieving 4th place in the Foxhunter Championships at the Horse of the Year Show. His
international winnings totalled £8000.00 when competing at Lisbon, Chantilly and Vimeiro in 2007. This filly's full brother also scored gold at
the Futurity this year as a yearling. The damline has produced dressage horses up to Grand Prix and showjumpers up to international GP
level, so this foal is definitely one for the future.
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CARE FOR
PLEASURE HD
02/06/2019 Bay Colt
Jumping

Sire
CARE FOR

Dam
CONTA Z

CAREFUL (CAREFUL 28)
FOR ECLIPSE
CROWN Z
CANTATE Z

CONTENDER
GESANDTE
FOR PLEASURE
CAPELLA II (V-CAPELLA)
CARTHAGO Z
RATINA Z
CALVIN (CALVIN Z)
KANTATE Z

Care For Pleasure HD (Care For x Crown Z) is a beautiful modern type colt with an athletic frame and strong canter perfect for jumping.
Care For Pleasure HD was Reserve Champion at the Stanley Grange Elite Foal Tour. His dam line is what dreams are made of. Coming from
the Holstein dam line 8145 where we see the worlds best mare Ratina Z former Olympic Gold medalist and World Cup winner. Ratina Z also
produced living legend Comme Il Faut! His sire Care For (Careful x For Pleasure) is a very modern stallion who has competed to 1.40m but is
now used mostly for breeding. His sire Careful represented Sweden in many Nations Cups and his dam sire For Pleasure was two time
Olympic Gold medal winner and World Champion. Dam Conta Z offspring are winning internationally and her youngest are showing
immense potential. If this foal isn’t destined for Gold what is?
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ARRATHORNES
VALKYRIE
04/05/2019 Black Colt
Jumping

Sire
EROS

Dam
ARRATHORNE MAKE BELIEVE

DIAMANT DE SEMILLY

DIARADO

ROXETTE I
HAARLEM

VOYAGE

NALIJN

BALINMORE IRISH REBEL
TOMINTOUL STAR

REBELARA
IRISH CHARM
DANSILI XX
LIXIAN

Arrathornes Valkyrie is a very attractive, long legged, athletic and bold KWPN x ISH black colt. To make approx 168cm. He was selected from
the Elite Foal Tour , where he stood Regional Reserve Champion at Springfern, with a score of 8.3. By the homozygous black stallion Eros (
Diarado, Diamant de Semilly, Cor de la Bryere lines) who is currently jumping 1.30m tracks with ease. Out of a National Brood Mare Title
and Premium ISH mare, herself by the Class 1 and BS approved, rare blood lined stallion, Balinmore Irish Rebel, who himself has many
international and grade A show jumpers in his lineage, Including Rebelara, Glenagyle Rebel, Kintara, King of Diamonds etc. Valkyrie’s is out
of an exceptionally tough race winning mare by Dansili. This foal has all the makings for a serious competition horse.
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MYSPIRES
PERFECT
COURAGE
29/04/2019 Grey Filly
Eventing

Sire
MYSPIRES REVOLUTION

Dam
TWINKLE TOES

STANHOPES DIDDICOY

GYPSY
CUM LAUDE Z

EQUINA B

OPALINE DE LA COUR

CROWN GRAPHITE
QUINNS CROWN

ICO

IRMINO
CROWN ZIRCONIA
CROWN EXTRAVAGANT XX
QUINTETT II

Myspires Perfect Courage, a stunning filly FULL Sister to Myspires Perfect Resolution owned and based with the Tattersalls. She is currently
competing Novice, her record includes many Double Clears and top ten placings including a Win on a score of 23 at Goring which got her a
Horse and Hound write up! This filly has been awarded a High GOLD Winning Premium including ELITE scores of 9 for BOTH her trot and
canter, showing the much needed ground cover for a future event horse. By Myspires Revolution, sire of Myspires Another Star the Top
British bred and Reserve Champion 4 year old at Osberton 2018, also a BYEH Finalist after winning her Badminton qualifier the same year.
Now qualifier for the 5 year olds next month! With a faultless temperament, bold attitude, along with her proven siblings on both sides of her
pedigree she is sure to be set for a successful competition future with a professional or keen amateur!
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CEZANNE L.E
04/05/2019 Grey Filly
Eventing

Sire
AC ACTIVATE

Dam
HENDERSYDE LIMPOPO

CORNET OBOLENSKY

CLINTON
RABANNA VAN COSTERSVELD
GRANDILOT

GRANIENNA

FREICA

IT'S WITHOUT DOUBT VII
HENDERSYDE AFRICA VII

WELTON LOUIS
DOUBTLESS III
STONEGROVE AVANT GARDE
GANIAMORE

This Beautiful filly, Bred by Ladykirk Equitation and Stud, has potential to die for. Having Gained a Very strong Gold at the British Breeding
Futurity with a very strong mark from vet for exception conformation and a 9.5 for frame this filly has all the makings of a top event horse..
Cezanne's mother is Hendersyde Limpopowho is Maternal sister to international event horse Out Of Africa. The mother of this young filly
has produced many highly valuable and successful event horses, as well as making it to number 2 of the BEF Rankings for eventing
broodmares. The father of this young Lady is the Cornet Oblensky son AC Activate, who's perfect canter and jumping ability will
undoubtedly add to this ladies infinate potential.
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RRH BECAUSE
I'M SPECIAL
25/03/2019 Bay Colt
Jumping

Sire
I'M SPECIAL DE MUZE

Dam
VALESKA DE LACMAN

EMERALD VAN 'T
RUYTERSHOF

DIAMANT DE SEMILLY

WALNUT DE MUZE (EXQUIS
WALNUT DE MUZE)

NABAB DE REVE

CARTHINA Z
QERLY CHIN (QUERLY CHIN)
CLINTON

UGANO SITTE

IALTA SITTE

FERIA DU CAURROY

NARCOS II
TUTTARA

RRH BECAUSE I’M SPECIAL This Handsome Colt is undoubtedly going to be a star in the future. He has the best show jumping bloodlines
you could ask for. His sire I’m Special De Muze needs no introduction. Jumping internationally at 1.50m, his offspring have not only taken
from him his ride-ability and great attitude, but also his scope and carefulness over a fence with many of his progeny jumping 1.50m all over
the world. RRH Because I’m Special’s grandsire Emerald is referred to as a phenomenon in his sport. Winning numerous Nations Cups and
grand Prix’s, and also siring some of the best stallions in the world. I’m Special De Muze’s Dam, Walnut De Muze has herself won numerous
Nations Cups and Grand prix’s ridden by Harrie Smolders. On his mother’s side, his direct Dam is still young and proving to already be very
successful at 1.25m. Having been graded 3*** in hand she got the highest grading possible. Dam-sire Ugano Sitte is a proven 1.50m
international horse who is sired by undoubtedly the most famous stallion in the world Clinton. Clinton not only proved himself as one of the
most talked about stallions winning at Olympic level, he also went on to produce some of the most well known stallions in the show jumping
circuit, Cornet Obolensky, Zacharov, Ugano Sitte to name just a few. RRH Because I’m Special was graded a Gold at the futurity evaluations
with judges commenting on his exceptional conformation and movement. He has an excellent temperament and is destined to be a star in the
future.
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WITCH BOY
HF
09/06/2019 Bay Colt
Jumping

Sire
VALENTIN R

Dam
WITCH

HEARTBREAKER
OCIENI R
RASH R
T SELLIE 15

NIMMERDOR 174
BACAROLE
VDL INDORADO
KIENI R
CASH
ZARAH
NAMELUS R
O.SELLIE 14

When it comes serious competition prospects, it really does not get better than this outstanding colt bred by Nick Ward by Valentin R, from
the outstanding mare Witch. Valentin R is by the great stallion Heartbreaker. Valentin R has been competing successfully at the very highest
level with Michael Whitaker and was part of team GB at the 2015 European Championships.The mother of this Lovely colt looks back on a
highly successful show jumping career with her young rider Emily Ward. Together, they won the under-23 championship at Olympia, making
Emily the youngest rider ever to win that title. In her pedigree, we find further extremely strong performance breeding. The dam, T Sellie 15,
competed successfully internationally at 1.60m level with Joy Lammers. Also from this direct motherline comes the 1.60m horse Uschi K and
the 1.50m horse Erka. This is a simply outstanding opportunity to own a beautiful colt with the most valuable and proven show jumping
breeding who convinces in his own right with athleticism, type, and 3 excellent, balanced gaits.
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VIVENDI'S
JUSTICE
24/04/2019 Chestnut Colt
Eventing

Sire
BATHLEYHILLS JUSTIFIED

ELITE H. MUENCHHAUSEN
TSF

GARUDA K

GLADNESS B
JUSWITH SINDOOR

Dam
ARDNORE ARS LADY

ANDES
MAESMYNACH BREEZE
ACORD II

ARS VIVENDI

ZERZIE

ARDNORE CAPRICE

ALDATUS Z
GARRYMORE CLOVER

This striking foal has the movement to match his looks. The dam’s lines boast top show jumping breeding with ARS Vivendi, Aldatus Z and
Clover Hill while the Sire’s lines have top quality Dressage with Gaurda K and on the Sire’s Dam side is Andes. This colt really has the best of
agility, trainability and stamina and is a true sports horse that should be a real bright star for the future.
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COMILFO CAT
SS
01/07/2019 Bay Colt
Jumping

Sire
COPYCAT Z

COMILFO PLUS Z

BARONESSE
CARRY Z

Dam
C.C VAN WINGERDHOF Z

COMME IL FAUT (COMME IL
FAUT 5)

CASCOR Z

CARETANO (CARETANO Z)
CHERRY Z
CASALL ASK (CASALL LA
SILLA)
PANDORA

VERONA

GUIDAM
ODESSA

This striking young colt is brought to us from the breedings of Andrea Turner. Having this year competed at Elite Foal Tour, this colt
impressed the judges with his correct and elegant movement. Comilfo Cat SS is by the promising young stallion Copy Cat Z. Copycat Z is the
first licensed son of Comilfo Plus Z, who's Dam, Carry Z (Caretano Z) jumped under Judy Ann Melchior at 5* GP- and World Cup level and
also grandam Cherry Z jumped at 1m50 level, Coming from the World famous C line, carrying the genetics of Clinton, Cornet Obenensky
and Comme Il Faut. Comilfo Cat SS also boasts an impressive mother line being maternal sister to the Diamant de Semiily young Stallion
Demerald R Z, and the 1.30m 7yr old Hero. Also coming from the same mother line as 1.60m horse FINN LENTE who recently claimed 2nd
place at the CSI4* pan am games. This colts pedigree comes from some of the best in the world and he is destined to follow in his families
footsteps.
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RISADA
JAGUESSE
07/06/2019 Bay Filly
Jumping

Sire
JAGUAR MAIL

Dam
ROUGE SOLARIS

HAND IN GLOVE XX

BEST TURN XX
MISS BETTY XX
LAUDANUM XX

ELVIRA MAIL

ADORET Z

TINARANA GOLDWAVE
TULLIBARDS SHOWCASE

ARGENTINUS
AGENDA
PUISSANCE
KELLY'S LADY

Now to introduce the lovely young foal Risada Jaguesse. This lovely young filly impressed the evaluators by Scoring a Gold at Futurity.
Gaining an exceptionally high mark for soundness. Risada Jaguesse is my the infamous Jaguar Mail.Jaguar Mail jumped national Grand Prix
at 7, won the La Baule GP in 2005 and 06, won the Sires of the World in Lanaken in 2007 then competed in the Beijing Olympics This filly
also boasts an impressive dam line where The dam's dam showjumped to 1.30m and has produced showjumpers to 1.30m, eventers to 3* and
dressage to Advanced Medium dressage. Risada Jaguesse is definitely a serious event horse for the future.
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VALMY'S
CAPITAL HD
17/04/2019 Grey Filly
Jumping

Sire
VALMY DE LA LANDEANDE

Dam
STAMIRA HD

MYLORD CARTHAGO
ATHENA DE LA LANDE II
STAKKATO
B-ROXIANNE

CARTHAGO Z
FRAGANCE DE CHALUS
STARTER
PRISIAISE
SPARTAN
PIA
RAMIRO Z
PARMINA

Valmy’s Capital HD (Valmy De La Lande x Stakkato x Ramiro Z) A strong elegant filly from a proven motherline. Mother Stamira comes
from the outstanding Holstein stamm 173 which is full of 1.60m jumpers including the likes of Capitol I sire of Olympic legend Carthago
amongst many other Grand Prix horses. Her sire Valmy De la Lande is competing at the highest level with Michael Whitaker and having great
success. Himself by Mylord Carthago former Olympic horse of Pénélope Leprévost. On the mother’s side we see Stakkato and Ramiro Z, two
of the best foundation sires not only performing at the highest level themselves but also producing time and time again. Mother Stamira
produces very correct foals with a lot of quality, many can be seen on the international stage.
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ASHDALE
ROYALE
22/04/2019 Bay Colt
Jumping

Sire
CASALL ASK (CASALL LA
SILLA)

Dam
CALISTA 43

CALETTO II

CARETINO

ISIDOR
LAVALL I

KIRA XVII

MALTIA

CASSIANO (CASSIANO 3)
HANSA IV

CASSINI I
ZIVIA
CAPITOL I
WONNE XII

Ashdale Royale Fantastic colt foal by the amazing stallion casall ask. Casall ask is a top stallion and was successful at CSI5* level for many
years with Rolf - Goran Bengtsson Winning all global champions tour finals The Dam Calista 43 is a Holstein graded mare and also has
fantastic bloodlines in her pedigree cassiano , Cassini, capitol 1. She was produced in Germany going through the young horse classes
showing lots of scope and very careful with a great attitude and very trainable, before unfortunately picking up an injury which retired her to
stud. Ashdale Royale is graded by Aes as an elite foal with top marks for conformation and movement. He was also very successful in the elite
foal tour final just last week making the top 4 in the showjumping section. His full brother Ashdale casino also won the elite foal tour final in
2018 and is destined to be a fantastic horse for the sport. Ashdale Royale is a super model and will definitely be one for the future
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PUT ON AN
ALIBI
30/05/2019 Chestnut Colt
Jumping

Sire
PUT ON RAMETTI

Dam
ALICIA

AHORN Z

ANDRETTI

SCHLEHE

PUTON RAMILLO (GB)
ALLROUND
GRANOLA

RAMEXICO (JANOS)
LOLA
ACORD II
IRADI
GRANNUS
PANAMA

This outstanding BEF Gold colt is by Put On Rametti, who himself was awarded the Highest score across ALL age groups at his own BEF foal
grading with his dam Put On Ramillo also achieving Highest score! Put On Rametti was created using the stallion Andretti, whose pedigree is
littered with Black Type greats, both in Sire and Dam lines, such as Heureka Z - International Jumper and Foundation State Premium Mare at
Zangersheide, Shlere, Ahorn, Landgraf and Alme, all International jumpers, many of which appear in Put On An Alibi's passport. Alicia is by
the International 1.50 Jumper Allround who also has Ahorn as a Grandparent. Alicia is out of Head Stud Book dam Granola, who is by
International 1.50 Jumper Grannus and out of Panama, also a 1.50 International Jumper - so this colt is bred to Jump! Alicia herself competed
successfully, jumping at both Hickstead and Olympia. This is her first foal and we are so pleased with the result she in now in foal again to Put
On Rametti. Success breeds Success.
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CRYSTAL
SILVER
21/04/2019 Chestnut Filly
Jumping

Sire
SILVESTER

Dam
SUE NAMIE K

CAPITOL I

CARTHAGO Z

PERRA

NOTRE DAME STER
GUIDAM
NIKA K

VOLTAIRE
DEADEEM
QUIDAM DE REVEL
FOUGERE
TOUCHDOWN
MADAME A

Crystal Silver is a stunning filly with an exceptional temperament, conformation and movement. She has achieved elite foal tour regional SJ
champion and an Elite at the BEF Futurity with a clean faultless vetting. This special filly finished 3rd at this years Elite Foals final and was the
highest places filly in the country in showjumping section. Her sire Silvester is by the famous jumping stallion Cathargo Z who competed in
two Olympic Games with Jos Lansink. His dam Notre Dame is the full sister to jumping stallion Lancelot who produced multiple 1.60 horses.
Sue Namie K jumped as a young horse in Ireland, her sire the famous guidam produced more than 35 international horses including Olympic
Authentic.
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RRH LEGEND’S
FIRST
03/05/2019 Chestnut Filly
Jumping

Sire
ASHDALE LEGEND

Dam
ZOLA BUD

GUIDAM

LUIDAM

ELJENOHVE
LUX Z

LUX GOOD

IMENTA KEUR

URANIUM DU HOSSOIT
RAINY CRUISE

OGANO SITTE
GWENDOLYN
CRUISING
RAINY TIMES

RRH LEGEND’S FIRST This very striking chestnut filly is bred by the up and coming young stallion Ashdale Legend. Ashdale Legend is a 6
year old who combines two of the best European stallions Luidam and Lux Z. He is currently consistently jumping 1.35m and Age Classes
internationally. With his full sister Ashdale Luxara competing worldwide at 1.60m ( including global champions tours and numerous grand
prix’s), Ashdale Legend is an extremely exciting stallion for the future. The mother brings the performance breeding of Uranium Du Hossoit,
son of the 1.60m stallion Ogano Sitte, whose grand-dam was an Olympic medal winner. With breeding also including Darco and Cruising,
this filly has a real exciting cocktail of top European performance lines. The mare competed in young horse classes and 1.30m, she was
destined to jump at international level before injury forced early retirement. An athletic and bold filly with the performance credentials to go
all the way to the top.
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ARRATHORNES
ZIPHIRA
04/05/2019 Bay Filly
Jumping

Sire
ZIP PHIN

Dam
UNICO

PHIN PHIN
SUPER DE LUXE
ARMSTRONG
INGRID

CHIN CHIN
MISS ABDULLAH T
LUX
MISOSTAR
RAMIRO Z
TERMA
DAGERAAD
TENDRESSE

This elegant, athletic and bold filly is by the consistent Silver Disc international showjumping stallion Zip-Phin (Phin Phin, Chin Chin, Lux Z
and Cor de la Bryere lines)out of Unico. A very athletic multiple broodmare Premium winning mare and Yorkshire HOYS Novice brood
mare title. The mother also has world class jumping lines in her pedigree including Armstrong, Dageraad, The legendary Ramiro Z and the
incomparable "stallion of the century", Nimmerdor. Selected from the Elite Foal Tour where she scored a very impressive 8.1, making this
young filly a serious contender for the showjumping circuit.
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VERMEER L E
18/06/2019 Bay/Grey Colt

Sire
HARVARD LS

Dam
BON VOYAGE W.

BERLIN (CASPAR)
QUARI VH RAMPELHOF Z
VIENTO UNO W
ALWINA W Z

CASSINI I
ESTIA
QUITO DE BAUSSY
S-LISCHA
NUMERO UNO
JENDY
ANDIAMO
CELEBRATION Z

This beautiful colt is by the promising young stallion Harvard LS, an enviably bred stallion by Berlin x Quita de Baussy. The mother of this
young colt (graded 3* AES) is full sister to the 1.60m ride of Emile Taken- CAS, along with belonging to a mother line containing many
1.40m+ horses including licensed stallion Levi's Z. With exceptional breeding on both sides this colt is certainly destined for a future in the
highest levels of the sport.
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CLINTEKKO
01/04/2019 Bay Colt
Jumping

Sire
CLINTENDRO K

Dam
ECKORLETTE

CORRADO I

CLINTON

URTE
CONTENDRO I

FELDMAID

FELDMARIE

LUPICOR (NASHUA S)
WEYA W

LUX (LUX Z)
JOURDETTE S
NECKAR
LITTLE DANCER

This beautiful, elegant colt is full of character and presence which are the main ingredients required for an ultimate competition horse.
Clintekko is by Clintendro an 8yr old son of the legendary Clinton. Clintekko ( who was previously at Gornall Equestrian) has now moved to
America to compete. This young colts mother Eckorlette (Lupicor x Neckar) is a proven brood mare coming from a great dam line. Clintekko
currently has a sibling currently on the circuit competing with Pippa Allen. Clintekko is destined to be a super horse in the future.
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BRUNELLO
16/05/2019 Bay Colt
Jumping

Sire
CRISTO

Dam
BILLY BAMBOO

CONTENDER
GALA II
CEVIN Z
BILLY PANDA

CALYPSO II
GOFINE
CARTHAGO Z
PUPPE
CORIALL (CORIALL Z)
LARTHAGO
BILLY CONGO
DIDIBEAR

This beautiful young colt is truly a special prospect. By the stallion Cristo, a successful competition horse as well as a proven stallion. His
offspring include the CSI5* Grand Prix winner Cristobal, along with many other 1.60 horses. Brunello's mother is grand-daughter of the
£500,000 winning Billy Congo, bred by the Billy Stud. Brunello graded Gold at the British Breeding Futurity with an impressive score of 9 for
his walk and trot and a 9.5 for his canter. He was also Elite Foal Regional Champion and then went on to win the Elite foal tour showjumping
final. This colt has already proven he has all the ingredients to make a serious competition horse.
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DEBUTANTES
MILLADY
10/04/2019 Bay Filly
Eventing

Sire
DEBUTANTES DREAM

Dam
RAMSCOMBMANOR MILLY

LARKSHILL DEBONAIR (
SHAMWARI DEBONAIR)
WOODLANDER DIXIE CHICK

DE NIRO
SHOW GIRL
WOODLANDER DEL AMITRI
WANDA
TOUCH OF THE BLUES

BEALAGH BLUE

BEALAGH LADY

SNOWFORD INNESFREE

HILLVIEWFARM MILLIGAN

Debutantes Millady is out of Bramble Stud’s young homebred stallion Debutantes Dream who is 4 years old. She is one of his first crop of
foals. She has inherited his looks, kind temperament and his three expressive gaits and in particular a good rhythmical canter and a ground
covering gallop with speed. Debutantes Dream has 5 Grand Prix Stallions in his pedigree namely Dimaggio, De Niro, Donnerhall, Olympic
Cocktail and Sandro Hit. From her mother Ramscombmanor Millie Millady has inherited expressive movement and freedom in the shoulder.
In her pedigree there are the influential and legendary Irish Draught Stallions Blue Rajah and Hillview Farm Milligan. Ramscombmanor
Millie is the only Irish Draught in the United Kingdom to have achieved a First Premium for Eventing as a three year old. Her daughter Royal
Miracle attended the Futurity final at Osberton and achieved 5th place at the Final. Debutantes Millady with her inherited great temperament
should be suitable for a keen amateur or professional rider.
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RRH LUIDAM’S
PRINCESS
25/04/2019 Chestnut Filly
Jumping

Sire
LUIDAM

Dam
PORTPHILIP QUEEN

QUIDAM DE REVEL

GUIDAM

FOUGERE
AKTEUR

ELJENOHVE

POLINE
ZION

EKSTEIN

ZANIKI

BALLYBANE HAVEN

KINGHAVEN
BALLYBANE QUEEN

RRH LUIDAM’S PRINCESS This stunning filly sells herself. Her sire Luidam, was one of the most consistent performers on the 5*
international show jumping circuit. Luidam is an elite stallion with numerous progeny competing at 1.60m. RRH Luidam’s Princess is directly
out of a proven 1.40m mare, who has carried through to her foal her stunning paces and great temperament. Her Grandsire Guidam was
named stallion of the year by KWPN and carries the title of Keur. Her Dams-sire Ekstein sired many international showjumpers including the
Olympic horse Joel. He is also the dam-sire of the Olympic Gold Medalist Hickstead, the number 1 ranked international showjumper in both
2009 and 2010. With her breeding, her beautiful paces and her excellent temperament, this filly is no doubt going to be a real contender for
the future on the international show jumping circuit.
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MILLFIELD
DIGRESS
13/04/2019 Chestnut Colt
Jumping

Sire
DIAMANT DE SEMILLY

Dam
QUITANIA

LE TOT DE SEMILLY
VENISE DES CRESLES
COLMAN
QUIBELL

GRAND VENEUR
VENUE DU TOT
ELF III
MISS DES CRESLES
CARTHAGO Z
ROSENQUARZ
QUATTRO B (CIEL D'ESPOIR)
JESSICA IV

This powerful colt is by the legendary top sire Diamant de Semilly, out of a damline consisting of an enviable line up of International
superstars – with 13 of those performing at 1.50m level and above. He is from the direct damline of 1.60m stallions Quaprice Bois Margot, and
Cooper Van de Heffinck, and other 1.60m performers include Quattro Queen, Ornella, Quinalt and Cayenne Van de Heffinck. This Young
colt is a definite contender for international stardom.
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ELVIS THE
KING HD
19/06/2019 Dark Bay Colt
Jumping

Sire
ELVIS TER PUTTE

Dam
SPRINGVIEW KINGS
CAVALIER

DIAMANT DE SEMILLY
UKASE TER PUTTE
KINGS MASTER

KIR ROYALE

LE TOT DE SEMILLY
VENISE DES CRESLES
DARCO
QUINETTE TER PUTTE
MASTER IMP X
ASHLING 2
CAVALIER (CAVALIER
ROYALE)
KAHLUA

Elvis The King HD (Elvis Ter Putte x Kings Master) this cheeky chap has a lot of presence and a big personality. He scored highly in the
British Futurity Event for his powerful canter being awarded Gold overall. This colt has a certain arrogance about him with the judges
remarking that the name King is perfect for him. His sire Elvis Ter Putte (Diamant De Semilly x Darco) has won at the highest level, his
offspring are highly sort after. Diamant De Semilly and Darco both former WBFSH world number one breeding stallions. We also see the
influential blood of Cavalier Royale the most successful continental stallion to stand in Ireland. He was one the most triumphant sires at the
2008 Olympics. Many of his offspring also event. Importantly he carries the blood of Cor De La Bryere. Dam Springview Kings Cavalier won
many age classes in Ireland before being retained as a broodmare and her offspring are winning at international level.
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PICASSO L.E
08/07/2019 Bay Colt
Jumping

Sire
CANTURANO I (CANTURANO)

Dam
VIOLET VAN DE
TEERLINGHOEVE

CANTURO (CANTURO-BOIS
MARGOT)
MADONNA IV
CAPITAL
RAAD EENS

CANTUS
FARA
CORIANO
ZALME
CAPITOL I
ROSARIA
JOKINAL DE BORNIVAL
NIVANA

An auction foal from Lucy Simpson’s Ladykirk Equitation and Stud is by the world famous Canturano, who's oldest offspring are doing
exceptionally well the showjumping world. This young colt immersed the judges at this years British Breeding Futurity, with an over all score
of 8.65 and a seriously impressive 9.25 for his canter, earning him an overall GOLD. The mother has a successful competition record in this
country and graded 3*** with the AES after impressing the studbook evaluators with her excellent attitude and techniques over a fence. She
comes from a highly valuable damline. The grandmother is a half-sister to the international horse Hilton van de Kornelishoeve and the 1.40m
Elite mares Ratina van de Kornelishoeve and Okina. The line produced international 1.60m horses like Filou VDK and Alina van de
Kornelishoeve. A very pretty colt with beautiful type from an outstanding dam that promises performance and outstanding temperament.
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RISADA PETER
PARKER
13/05/2019 Bay Colt
Eventing

Sire
RAMIRO B

Dam
RISADA JUDITH

CALVANI
LILLY
TOLAN R
ARANS GIRL

CARETINO
WENDY III
WENDEKREIS
BLANKA
NAMELUS R
O.TERMIE 19
ARAN
SANTOLINA

This striking Colt is Risada Peter Parker Regional Reserve Eventing Champion on Foal Tour. Scored Elite at the British Breeding Futurity.
Risada Peter Parker is by the legendary Ramiro B. undoubtedly one of the most popular eventing sires in the country. Having sires show
jumpers to Nations cup level and eventers to CSI 4* His dam Risada Judith went to the Junior European Champs as part of the Irish eventing
team. Her eldest progeny are jumping internationally and in COH classes, jumped her first Nations Cup this year at Oppglabeek and won at
Dublin Horse Show this year all with a junior rider. With a family history of incredible scope, attitude and rideability, there is really nothing
stopping Risada Perter Parker
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MYSPIRES
ANOTHER
JACKPOT
30/06/2019 Bay Colt
Eventing

Sire
MYSPIRES REVOLUTION

STANHOPES DIDDICOY

GYPSY
CUM LAUDE Z

EQUINA B

OPALINE DE LA COUR

SHINGLEHALL SENATOR
Dam
MYSPIRES ANOTHER JOY

ICO

ANOTHER GAMBLE

CARNAVAL DRUM ELITE
HANDLEY BARNS BABE
HIETCHER VAN
BERKENBROEK
BLACK JESS

Myspires Another Jackpot Super Bold Eventing colt with a GOLD Winning Premium, including score of 9 for the vet due to his correct
conformation! By Myspires Revolution, sire of Myspires Another Star the Top British bred and Reserve Champion 4 year old at Osberton
2018, also a BYEH Finalist after winning her Badminton qualifier the same year. Now qualifier for the 5 year olds next month! Dam is the
maternal sister to Myspires Another Star making this colt bred 3/4s the same way! Dam was Reserve Champion overall at the 2010 Futurity
Eventing Championships out of 114 foals of that year! Dam line includes horses competing 1.30 BS with winnings, BE Double Clears/top ten
placings, 4 & 5 year old Osberton Finalists, BYEH Finalist, Trained up to PSG Dressage. The sire and dam lines produce horses for the
professional and amateur alike!
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CASSIONATO
MILLION
25/04/2019 Bay Colt
Jumping

Sire
CASSIONATO

Dam
TEMPLE MILLION

CAPITOL I

CASSINI I

WISMA
QUIDAM DE REVEL

PERLE

TEXAS

TEMPLE CALYPSOE
BORN A MILLION

CALYPSO II
DYNASTIE
PROCTOR'S ROYAL
BLUE BELL

Cassionato Million is an energetic and athletic foal. Scoring an 8.75 for his canter at the futurity. From a proven grade B super brave, very
careful and kind natured mare, who has been quick against the clock. With numerous wins at 1.35m and qualified HOYS 2013 for the
amateur classic. The dams sire, Temple calypso is a breeders elite stallion, who has produced world class off spring, jumping in all countries
for GB, and numerous grade A showjumpers. Cassionato speaks for himself, part of the British team ridden by Micheal Whittaker at the 2016
Rio Olympic Games. 2015 European championships, and top ten placings at the CSI5* shows in Doha, St Tropez and Cascais.
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EMBRYO OUT
OF WILD ROSE
BY BIG STAR
12/06/2020 Jumping

Sire
BIG STAR

Dam
WILD ROSE

GALOUBET A

QUICK STAR

STELLA
NIMMERDOR 174

JOLANDA

ELYSETTE

OKLUND (AUDI'S OKLUND)
TUESDAY

HOLLAND (FAN HOLLAND)
ILOTTE
CAVALIER
FANTASIE

Due 12th June 2020, certified in foal This very exciting lot is offered to us for sale by Nick Ward . This foal due 12th June 2020 is indeed a
Future superstar. With an already impressive dam line and international winnings up to 5* with the legendary Michael Whitaker, this foals
mother line already screams potential international success. This mare was then paired with the world famous Olympic gold medallist and
household name Big Star. The result of this paring will be an athletic, powerful superstar.
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Vetting of Foals & Insurance
VETERINARY PANEL
Brightwells Veterinary Panel have a particular interest and
experience in sport horses.
• Mr Ciaran Paterson BVSc MRCVS

IMPORTANT
All foals will be sold as they stand in the sale. It is therefore your
responsibility to check veterinary certificates of any foals that
you are interested in buying.

All foals in the AES Elite Foal Sale have undergone a 2-stage
clinical examination prior to the sale.

KBIS BRITISH EQUESTRIAN INSURANCE
Tel. 0345 230 2323 are the trusted insurers of Anglo European
Studbook auctions and are available to speak to purchasers
about their insurance needs.

Veterinary certificates will be available to view on the day of the
sale.

Conditions of Sale
The Sale will be run under the Conditions of Sale set out
below and the Brightwells General Conditions of Sale; it is
your responsibility to have read the Conditions of Sale prior
to purchasing.
Sellers please note the following Supplementary Conditions
(to be drawn to your attention by order of HM Customs and
Excise).
HM CUSTOMS AND EXCISE RULES
Would all sellers note that we (Brightwells) will raise a Self
Billing Tax Invoice for the proceeds of any goods in this
or any other Sale held by us? It is a Customs and Excise
requirement that this is the only Tax Invoice raised for those
items.
We must have your VAT Registration Number (where
appropriate) together with your name and address for
inclusion on any Self Billing Tax Invoice raised by ourselves.
You must notify us immediately if your VAT Registration
Number is cancelled or if you are issued with a new VAT
Registration Number.
Any seller not agreeing to this system of Self Billing Tax
Invoices being raised by us must notify us prior to the
commencement of the Sale. Regrettably, we can only
operate with a Self Billing System in place and therefore will
not sell the goods of any seller who is unable to accept this
system.

ROYAL INSTITUTE OF CHARTERED SURVEYORS
MEMBER’S ACCOUNTS REGULATIONS 1993 NOTICE
REQUIRED UNDER REGULATION 2A
This market / auction sale is not required to comply with
RICS Members Accounts Regulations. No monies paid to
this sale are covered by any scheme for the protection of
clients’ money operated by the Royal Institution of Chartered
Surveyors. A more detailed explanation can be obtained in
writing from the RICS Regulations Department, Surveyor
Court, Westwood way, Coventry CV4 9JE
ENTRY
1. (1) A horse shall be entered for a sale on the completion
of an Entry Form by or on behalf of the Seller and upon
payment by the Seller to the Auctioneer of the prescribed
entry fee.
(2) In the event that the Seller wishes to place a reserve on
a Lot, the amount of the reserve must be specified on the
Entry Form or Reserve Form.
(3) The Seller warrants to the Auctioneer and to the Buyer
that, on the day of the Sale, the horse when described as
vaccinated will have been properly vaccinated and will have
no contagious or infectious diseases.
COMMISSION & PAYMENTS
All lots will be sold in pounds sterling with a 10% buyers
premium plus VAT on the buyers premium.
2. (1) Commission is payable in full by the purchaser to the
auctioneers even if a foal is subsequently returned by the

purchaser to the seller in accordance with the complaints
procedure hereunder or for any reason.
(2) Vendor Commission. The vendor will pay a commission of
5% plus VAT, to the auctioneers even if a foal is subsequently
returned by the purchaser to the seller in accordance with
the complaints procedure hereunder or for any reason.
(3) Vetting Fees. The purchaser will be deemed responsible
for the vetting costs of the pre-sale vetting and £80 plus VAT
will be payable by the purchaser when settling payment of
their foals.
(4) A foal having been entered for sale, may be withdrawn
prior to the sale upon payment of a commission / withdrawal
fee of £1000 plus VAT in addition to the entry fee. This fee
of £1000 may be waived if the withdrawal is on veterinary
grounds and suitable veterinary evidence is provided, or if
the Auctioneers are satisfied the reason for the withdrawal
was acceptable.
(5) Buy back commission. If any foal is subsequently bought
back by the vendor or agent a commission charge of 2.5% is
payable.
CATALOGUE DESCRIPTION
3. (1) The Auctioneer accepts no responsibility for the
accuracy of any particulars of a Lot given in the catalogue.
The Seller is solely responsible for any catalogue description
of a Lot.
(2) The remarks given to the Lot(s) suitability and ride ability
are provided by the Owner or the Owner’s Riders and are
given as an opinion only through the training of the horse
and DO NOT CONSTITUTE A WARRANTY OF ANY KIND.
(3) Upon receipt of a catalogue, the seller undertakes
immediately to check the accuracy of the relevant catalogue
description of the Lot and to notify the Auctioneer
immediately in writing of any correction, amendment or
addition that needs to be made to the catalogue description.
(4) The Auctioneer may amend or add to any catalogue
description during the course of a Sale and may declare a
Sale to be subject to veterinary examination or not during
the course of a Sale, in which event any announcement
by the Auctioneer takes precedence over any entry in the
catalogue.
CONDUCT OF SALE
4. (1) The Auctioneers may at their absolute discretion:

(a) Refuse to accept any bid or bidder.
(b) Regulate the bidding as the Auctioneer sees fit.
(c) Arrange, consolidate or withdraw any Lot.
(d) Cancel or postpone a Sale on account of bad weather
or other supervening causes. In the event that a Sale is
cancelled, moved or rearranged, the Auctioneer shall not be
liable to pay compensation to any Seller, Bidder or any other
party.
(2) The Seller reserves the right to bid through the
Auctioneer acting as the Seller’s agent.
(3) The Buyer shall be the highest bidder. In the event of
a dispute between two or more bidders as to which is the
Buyer, the Auctioneer shall have the right to declare the
Buyer or, at the Auctioneer’s discretion, immediately to reoffer the disputed Lot for sale.
(4) The Buyer shall immediately on the fall of the hammer
inform the Auctioneer of the Buyer’s name and address
and provide any proof of identity that the Auctioneer
may require. Failure in this respect entitles the Auctioneer
immediately to offer the Lot for re-sale and the original
Buyer shall be liable to make good any difference in price to
the Seller.
(5) Any Buyer bidding as agent for a Principal shall be deem
to have bid on his own behalf as well as on behalf of his
Principal and the highest bidder shall be personally liable
along with the Principal to the Seller.
PAYMENT
5. (1) The Auctioneer, at the Auctioneer’s discretion, may
require the Buyer to pay a deposit of 20% of the price of the
foal immediately following the sale.
(2) The Purchaser shall pay the Auctioneer in full for the
price of the foal within 2 hours of the completion of the
sale. Payment in this context may include the tender of a
cheque in the full amount although the Auctioneer in the
Auctioneer’s discretion may refuse a cheque in which event
the Buyer must tender payment in some other manner.
(3) The Auctioneer shall pay the seller the price of the horse
less Auctioneer’s commission and any other outstanding
charges and expenses due from the Seller to the Auctioneer
within 28 days of the date of the Sale, provided that:
(i) In the Auctioneers opinion the Buyer is a bona fide
Purchaser and was capable of making a contract i.e. being

sound of mind, not in collusion with the Seller and not under
the influence of drugs or drink etc.
(ii) the Auctioneer has been paid in full for the price of the
foal by the Buyer, any cheque tendered by or on behalf of
the Buyer having cleared; and
(iii) the Buyer has not initiated the Complaints Procedure
set out below. In the event that the Buyer has initiated
the Complaints Procedure, the Auctioneer shall retain the
price of the Lot pending the outcome of the Complaints
Procedure.
(4) If the Buyer fails to make a payment in full for the Lot,
and in the Auctioneers opinion the Buyer is a bona fide
person (3. i) and fails to make payment in full for the Lot or
Lots the Auctioneer may, at his absolute discretion, resell the
Lot and the Buyer shall be liable for any shortfall in price, and
any associated expenses connected with such resale.
DELIVERY AND RISK
6. (1) Foals sold as they stand or without veterinary
examination instruction from the Buyer, shall be at the risk of
the Buyer from the fall of the hammer.
(2) Title in the foal shall not pass to the Buyer until the Buyer
has made payment in full for the foal by means of cleared
funds. Until payment in full by means of cleared funds is
made, title shall remain with the Seller.
(3) The Buyer shall not be entitled to take delivery of the
foal until payment in full for the foal has been made. The
Auctioneer may at the Auctioneer’s sole discretion allow the
Buyer to take delivery of the foal upon the tender by the
Buyer or on his behalf of a cheque in the full amount of the
price.
(4) The Buyer authorises the Seller and the Auctioneer as
agent for the Seller to enter upon the Buyer’s land to take
collection of any foal in respect of which the Buyer has taken
delivery but for which the Buyer has not paid in full.
RETURNED HORSES
7. (1) Lots may be returned by the Buyer to the Seller if the
Buyer of any Lot sold with a pedigree establishes that the
pedigree is inaccurate.
(2) Lots may be returned by the Buyer to the Seller subject
to the Complaints Procedure set out below if the horse:
(i) is a wind sucker;
(ii) is a crib-biter where this is associated with wind-sucking;

(iii) is a weaver;
(iv) exhibits box walking;
(v) has been tubed, fired, unnerved or operated upon for
unsoundness of any other kind;
(vi) is a male horse (other than a foal, a yearling before the
1st July of its yearling year) which does not have two testes
fully descended to and fully palpable within the scrotum
at the time of the Sale is or shall be deemed to be a rig or
cryptorchid; and if the horse has not been described as such
on the pre-sale Veterinary Certificate or announced from the
rostrum or in catalogue.
BASIS OF SALE
8. (1) All Lots will be offered for sale with a pre-sale
Veterinary Certificate issued by a panel of Veterinary
Surgeons appointed by the Auctioneers.
(2) The Certificate of the Veterinary Panel is completed
by a Veterinary Surgeon or Surgeons appointed by the
Auctioneers following a clinical examination carried out in
accordance with the standard procedure recommended by
the Royal College of Veterinary Surgeons.
(3) The Veterinary Certificate must not be relied upon in
any way as indicating any matter other than that of being
a record of clinical examination made by Auctioneers’
Veterinary Panel. THE VETERINARY CERTIFICATE WILL BE
VALID FOR THE DATE AND TIME OF EXAMINATION ONLY.
Potential Purchasers may, if they so desire, use a Veterinary
Surgeon of their own choice to check the clinical condition of
any Lot, subject to the Vendor’s permission.
(4) This examination shall be a clinical examination and shall
not include any radiological or other specialised techniques.
It shall not be concerned with the accuracy of any other
statement concerning any particular Lot whether contained
in the catalogue or any Veterinary Certificate.
(5) The decision of the Veterinary Surgeon carrying out
the examination shall be final and binding as between the
Vendor and Purchaser.
(6) The Auctioneers shall in no way be responsible for the
findings of the Veterinary Surgeon appointed to carry out
this examination.
(7) BROODMARES – A mare described as IN FOAL or
BELIEVED IN FOAL constitutes a warranty that the mare is
in foal
andcovered
it is theinresponsibility
of thecovering
Vendor: season
in the case
of
a mare
the previous year’s
to

lodge a Covering Certificate with the Auctioneers before the
date advertised for the Sale. In the case of mare described In
Foal or Believed In Foal to send with the horse a Certificate
of Pregnancy signed by a Veterinary Surgeon and dated not
more the 4 weeks before the Sale.
(8) FOALS that have not been weaned will return to the
Vendor’s property until a date has been agreed by the
Vendor and Purchaser to wean and collect the foal. The
Vendor agrees to keep the foal during this period of time
free of charge with the exception of any veterinary costs that
may occur. All Purchasers are advised to take out Insurance
for their purchase which is available on the day of sale.
LIABILITY OF THE AUCTIONEER
10. (1) The Auctioneer acts as agent of the Seller and the
Auctioneer gives no warranties of any kind to the Buyer.
(2) It is the Vendor’s sole responsibility and not the
Auctioneers to declared any defects or problems that may
cause reason for compliant by the Purchaser of any Lot.
(3) The Auctioneer does not accept any liability for:
(i) the description or pedigree of the foal given in the
catalogue;
(ii) the physical condition, performance, potential or ability of
the foal sold;
(iii) the payment of the price by the Purchaser;
(iv) the return of any foal by the Purchaser to the Seller;
(v) the administration of the Complaints Procedure beyond
the appointment of a an arbitrator in accordance therewith.
COMPLAINTS PROCEDURE
11. (1) The Buyer shall notify the Auctioneer if the Buyer
claims to be entitled to return a foal to the Seller in
accordance with condition 7 only orally by 5pm on the fourth
day following the sale excluding Sundays.
(2) In the case of a Foal sold prior to weaning the Buyer
shall notify the Auctioneers if the Buyer claims to be
entitled to return a Foal to the Seller orally by 5pm on the
second day after the date of collection excluding Sundays.
The Complaints Procedure will only be concerned with
Conditions 7 (2) i, ii, iii, iv, v and vi.
(3) The Buyer shall follow up this oral notification to the
Auctioneer with written notification to the Auctioneer to
be received by the Auctioneer within seven days from the

date of the Sale. The written notification by the Buyer to the
Auctioneer shall set out the grounds upon which the Buyer
claims to be entitled to return the foal to the Seller.
(4) In the event that the Buyer fails to make oral or written
notification of his complaint within the above timescales,
the Buyer shall not be allowed to return the foal to the Seller
but must make payment for the foal in full unless the buyer
can demonstrate to the satisfaction of the Auctioneer that
it was not reasonably practicable for the Buyer to discover
the complaint and to notify the Auctioneer of the same
within the above timescales. However, in no circumstances
whatsoever may the above time limits be extended beyond a
period of 7 days after the date of the Sale.
(5) On receipt of a written complaint together, where
appropriate, with a Veterinary Certificate, the Auctioneer
shall send a copy of the complaint and the Veterinary
Certificate to the Seller and the Auctioneer shall appoint a
suitable person to act as Arbitrator. The task of the Arbitrator
will be to examine and determine the complaint. The name of
the person appointed by the Auctioneer to act as Arbitrator
shall be notified by the Auctioneer to the Seller and the
Buyer. The Auctioneer shall thereafter have no further
responsibility in respect of the Complaints Procedure.
(6) The examination and resolution of the complaint shall
be under the control of the Arbitrator and the Seller and
Purchaser shall comply with all directions that may be given
by the Auctioneer in respect of the complaint.
(7) The Arbitrator may require, before proceeding to examine
and determine the complaint, that the Arbitrator’s fees and
expenses shall be paid in advance. The Seller and Buyer shall
thereupon each pay the sum stipulated by the Arbitrator.
(8) The Arbitrator may direct that the foal shall be subject to
such trial as he may direct and the Seller and Buyer shall end
their full co-operation to such a trial.
(9) If either the Seller or the Buyer fails to comply with a
direction of the Arbitrator or fails to pay any sum ordered to
be paid by the Arbitrator, then the Arbitrator may at his own
discretion decide not to proceed with the examination and
determination of the complaint and may, if the Seller is in
default, order that the foal be returned to the Seller or may, if
the Buyer is in default, order that the Buyer pay the full price
to the Seller.
(10) Upon the determination of the complaint, the Arbitrator
may at his discretion order that the unsuccessful party pay
to the other all costs and expenses associated with the
Complaints Procedure.

(11) Any person riding an animal on the Sale Premises
must wear a hard riding hat of an approved standard, the
Auctioneers accept no responsibility to any accident or injury
that may occur to any person who does not comply with this
condition of sale.
All persons attending this sale and event, do so at their own
risk and we do no accept responsibility whatsoever for injury
to horse or persons.
Brightwells

* Additional terms and conditions Lot 29 Embryo

The foal is expected to be registered with the Anglo European Studbook within 6 months of birth.
The recipient mare is on loan from Twemlows Hall Stud and should be returned to Twemlows Hall Stud after weaning.
The recipient mare and all related costs will become the full responsibility of the purchaser (of the embryo) from the
date of purchase until the mare is returned to Twemlows Hall Stud Farm.
The recipient mare is currently kept at the vendors property and arrangements should be made to transport to the
purchasers own/nominated property/stud/yard as soon as possible after purchase. The purchaser has the option of
leaving the mare with the vendor on livery until an agreed date (after foaling/weaning etc) or transporting the mare
to Twemlows Hall Stud Farm and keeping there on livery. Costs of Both these options will be the responsibility of the
purchaser.
Insurance of the mare and embryo will be the responsibility of the purchaser from the date of purchase.
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